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MONODROMY OF GENERAL HYPERSURFACES
MARIA GIOIA CIFANI
ABSTRACT. LetX beageneral complexprojectivehypersurface inPn+1
of degree d > 1. A point P not in X is called uniform if the mon-
odromygroupof the projectionof X fromP is isomorphic to the sym-
metric group. We prove that all the points in Pn+1 are uniform for X ,
generalizing a result of Cukierman on general plane curves.
1. INTRODUCTION
The monodromy group of linear projections of irreducible complex
projective varieties has been intensively studied. Fixed an irreducible
and reduced projective hypersurface X ⊂ Pn+1, consider its linear pro-
jections from a point P ∈ Pn+1. We want to look at those maps from a
topological point of view: in particular, we aim to classify the centres
of projection through their monodromy group. We recall that we can
give also an algebraic description: indeed, themonodromy group is iso-
morphic to the Galois group for finite dominant morphisms between
irreducible complex varieties [Har79, Section I].
Wewill say that a point P is uniform for X if themonodromy group of
the projection from P is the symmetric group, non uniform otherwise.
A direct consequence of the Castelnuovo’s uniform position princi-
ple, in the formulation of Harris [Har82], is that a general projection has
always symmetric monodromy group. In 2005 Pirola and Schlesinger
[PS05] improved this result showing that an irreducible and reducedplane
curve admits at most a finite number of non uniform points. Moreover,
in [CMS17] it is proved that smooth surfaces in P3 admit at most a finite
numberof nonuniformpoints. More recently the author, Cuzzucoli and
Moschetti [CCM] studied the case of hypersurfaces of higher dimension
proving that, except for special configurations, the non uniform locus
is contained in linear subspaces of codimension two. In particular, we
proved that smooth hypersurfaces admit atmost a finite number of non
uniform points [CCM, Theorem 1.3].
Examples of smooth hypersurfaces admitting at least a non uniform
point are known (see for instance [Miu02] [MY00] for plane curves or
[Yos03] for hypersurfaces). One may ask if every smooth hypersurface
admit non uniform points, but the answer is negative.
In 1999 Fernando Cukierman ([Cuk99]) proved that for general plane
curves, all the outer points are uniform. In this work we generalize this
result proving the following
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Theorem 1.1. Let X ⊂ Pn+1 be a general hypersurface of degree d > 1.
Then all the points P ∈Pn+1 are uniform.
The result was already known for a special class of nonuniformpoints
that are the Galois points ([Yos03, Theorem 1]). We remark also that the
Theorem extends the result of Cukiermann to inner points of general
plane curves.
The proof combines inner and outer projections and it is based on an
induction argument on the degree of the variety: we degenerate the hy-
persurface X to a limit one given by a general hypersurface Y of degree
d −1 and a hyperplane. The base case of the induction (d = 3, Theorem
4.3) is consequence of a result of Matsumura and Monsky [MM64] say-
ing that a general hypersurface has trivial automorphism group. More
in general, the induction step is based on the study of the behaviour of
themonodromy group of the projection πP of X from P under degener-
ations (Lemma 4.1).
Lemma 1.2. Let P ∈Pn+1 and let π0 be the map πP restricted to Y . Then,
themonodromygroupM (π0) is contained in themonodromygroupM (πP ).
This Lemma is based on some classical topological results on homo-
topy of fibrations (Proposition 3.2), reported in Section 3. In particular,
we considered the case of a family of dominant maps F : X → Y ×P1
parametrised by P1, where X is a flat family of projective varieties of
dimensionm in PN and Y is a smooth projective variety. For a general
s ∈P1, the fibre overP1 is a smooth projective variety X s of dimensionm
in PN , together with a finite dominant morphism fs : X s → Y of degree
d . We deduce a result on monodromy groups (Proposition 3.3):
Proposition 1.3. If X s is reduced for every s ∈P1, then
M (F )∼=M (fs ).
More generally, if there is a non reduced fibre X0 with a reduced com-
ponent Z , we have (Proposition 3.5)
Proposition1.4. Themonodromy group of f0 restricted to Z is contained
in the monodromy groupM (fs ) for a general s in a neighbourhood of 0.
To conclude the proof of the main Theorem, we use results on multi-
ply transitive permutation groups (see Section 2.3).
Notations. All the varieties are assumed to be complex andprojective.
Let F be a family of objects parametrised by a scheme V . We say the
general element of F satisfies a certain property if this property holds
for every element in a Zariski dense open subset of V . Moreover, wewill
always use the Zariski topology, unless stated otherwise.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. MonodromyandGalois group. Let f : X → Y be afinite dominant
morphism of degree d between complex irreducible reduced varieties
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of the same dimension. LetU ⊂ Y be a Zariski open set over which f is
étale, and let y denote a point inU . We have a well definedmap
µ :π1(U , y )→Aut
 
f −1(y )

≃ Sd .
The imageM (f ) := µ
 
π1(U , y )

is called monodromy group of the map
f ; it is a transitive subgroup of the symmetric group.
We can also describe this group by means of Galois extensions: let K
be the Galois closure of the extension C(X )/C(Y ), where C(X ),C(Y ) de-
fine the fields of rational functions of X and Y respectively. Define the
Galois groupG (f ) of themap f to be the Galois group of the field exten-
sion K /C(Y ). It turns out that G (f ) is isomorphic to M (f ), see [Har79,
Section I]. We recall also that Galois group of a field extension K /C(Y )
is defined as the group of automorphisms of K fixing C(Y ).
2.2. Automorphisms of general hypersurfaces. Let V be a projective
variety; we denote by Aut(V ) the group of automorphisms of V . We will
use the following result of Matsumura andMonsky [MM64]:
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a general hypersurface in Pn+1, with n ≥ 2 and
d ≥ 3. Then Aut(X ) is trivial.
2.3. Permutation groups. We recall some definitions and results that
we will use in the following.
A group G acting on a set Ω = {1, . . . ,d } is k-transitive, with k ≤ d , if,
given two ordered k-tuples (m1, . . . ,mk ) and (t1, . . . , tk ) of distinct points
in Ω, there is an element g ∈ G such that sends g ·mi = ti for every
i = 1, . . . ,. If k = 1 we say thatG is transitive.
We state some results on transitive permutation groups that we will
use in the following. See for instance [Isa08, Chapter 8] for a more com-
plete treatment.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a group acting transitively on Ω, let i ∈ Ω and k ≤
d −1. The group G is k-transitive on Ω if and only if the stabilizer of i in
G is (k −1)-transitive on Ω \ {i }.
We recall that a block is a non-empty subset B ⊂ Ω such that either
g · B = B or (g · B ) ∩ B = ; for all g ∈ G . We say that G is imprimitive
if its action preserves non-trivial blocks and primitive otherwise. A 2-
transitive permutation group is primitive, but the converse is not always
true.
Lemma2.3. LetG be a groupacting transitively onΩ and let B be a block.
Then |B | divides d = |Ω| and in Ω there are exactly |Ω|/|B | disjoint blocks,
all with the same cardinality.
Lemma2.4. Let G be a primitive group onΩ, let A ⊂Ω such that 0< |A| ≤
d − 2 and the stabilizer of A is transitive on Ω \ A. Then G is 2-transitive
on Ω
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We recall that the monodromy group of πP is imprimitive if and only
if the projection is decomposable ([PS05, Remark 2.2]).
3. TOPOLOGY OF FINITE MORPHISMS
We introduce the following definition of whatwill be for us afibration.
For a more complete treatment see [BHPVdV04, Chapter III sect. 8].
Definition 3.1. A fibration is a proper surjective morphism f : X → Y
with connected fibres from a smooth complex variety to a smooth quasi-
projective curve.
Let y ∈ Y be a point. A fibre of f is F := f ∗(y ) =
∑
niYi , where the Yi ’s
are irreducible components and ni ≥ 1 are their multiplicities. A fibre
F is called multiple if gcd{ni } := m > 1; we will write F = mE , where
E =
∑
tiYi with gcd{ti }= 1.
We remark that f is flat since Y is smooth. We will use the following
classical result on homotopy of fibrations.
Proposition3.2. Let f : X → Y be afibration. If f does not havemultiple
fibres, then the following sequence is exact
π1(F )→π1(X )→π1(Y )→ 1
where F is a general fibre of f .
Theproof is basedonacombinationof the techniques in [Nor83, Lemma
1.5] that proved the result in the case where every fibre has at least a re-
duced component, and in [Ser90] that proved the exactness of the se-
quence for homology groups.
3.1. Monodromygroupof familiesofmaps. Werefer the reader to [Har77,
ChapterIII.9] and [Ser06, Chapter4.6.7] for background material about
families of algebraic space.
Let X → P1 be a (flat) family of projective varieties of dimension m
in PN parametrized by P1 and let Y be a smooth projective variety. Con-
sider the following diagram
X
F
//
p

Y ×P1
q
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
P
1
Let p and q be proper surjective maps with connected fibres.
A general fibre X s of p , with s ∈ P1, is a smooth projective variety of
dimensionm inPN , togetherwith a finite dominantmorphism fs : X s →
Y of degree d . Denote by Bs ⊂ Y the branch divisor of fs and Rs ⊂ X s its
ramification divisor. LetM (fs ) be the monodromy group of fs .
LetR ⊂X be the ramification divisor of F , i.e. X \R = {X s \Rs | s ∈
P
1}. Let moreoverB be the branch divisor of F , i.e. (Y ×P1) \B =:V =
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{(Y \Bs )×{s} | s ∈ P
1}, open inside Y ×P1. LetM (F ) be themonodromy
group of F .
If all the varieties X s are reduced we can deduce the following prop-
erty of monodromy groups.
Proposition 3.3. In the above setting, assume that every fibre of p is re-
duced; then
M (F )∼=M (fs )
for a general s ∈P1.
Proof. Byassumptions, there is no s ∈P1 such that (Y , s )⊂B . Therefore,
themap q ′ : (Y ×P1)\B → P1 is a fibration with reduced and connected
fibres. Thanks to Proposition 3.2, the following sequence is exact for a
general s ∈ P1
π1(Y \Bs ) // // π1((Y ×P1) \B ) // π1(P1) = 1.
Combining this together with the monodromy map µ, we have
π1(Y \Bs ) // //
µ


π1((Y ×P1) \B )
µ


M (fs ) // // M (F )
Moreover, if we have a subvariety Z ⊂ Y ×P1 that is not contained inB ,
then
π1(Z ) ,→π1((Y ×P
1) \B ).
TakingZ as a general fibre of q ′, thenwe have also that themap between
the monodromy groups is injective. HenceM (F )∼=M (fs ).
Corollary 3.4. In the above assumptions, let X0 be a fibre of p and f0 :
X0→ Y its dominant morphism. Then M (f0)⊆M (fs ).
More generally, assume that the fibration p : X → P1 has a singular
fibre F0 =
∑
niZi with at least a reduced component Zi . Let g0 be the
map f0 restricted to Zi , i.e. g0 = (f0)|Zi : Zi → Y , dominant morphism of
degree strictly lower than d = deg(f0).
Proposition 3.5. For a general s in a neighbourhood of 0,
M (g0)⊂M (fs ).
Proof. Let Z := Zi and, by abuse of notation, we will still denote by B0
the branch divisor of g0 and R0 its ramification divisor. Let σ ∈ M (g0).
Then there exists [γ] ∈ π1(Y \ B0, y ) such that µ(γ) = σ. Let γ be a rep-
resentative of [γ] and let γ˜ be its lifting to Z˜ := Z \R0. The path γ˜ is the
image of [0,1] inside Z˜ , such that γ˜(0) = z0 and γ˜(1) = z1, where z0, z1 are
two distinct points in the fibre g −1
0
(y ). We can also assume thatwe avoid
the points in which Z meets the other components Z j of F0. The path
is compact and consider a tubular neighbourhoodU of it. Then, by as-
sumptions, the fibration p restricted toU is a locally trivial fibration by
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Ehresmann’s Theorem ([ACM+08, Lemma 4.2], [Mas07, Sec 4] for mani-
folds with boundary). Hence, the path γ˜ can bemoved inU to a path γ˜s
in a fibre X s , s 6= 0. Therefore,M (fs ) ∋µ
 
p (γ˜s )

=σ.
4. PROJECTIONS OF GENERAL HYPERSURFACES
We want now apply the previous construction to the following situa-
tion. LetX →∆ be a pencil of hypersurfaces in Pn+1 parametrised by a
disc∆, small neighbourhoodof 0. Its general element is a general hyper-
surface X and the hypersurface X0 is given by a general hypersurface Y
of degree d − 1 and a hyperplane H . Let P ∈ Pn+1 be a point and Pn an
hyperplane not containing P and consider
ßPn+1
ν

ÝπP
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
P
n+1 πP //❴❴❴ Pn
where ν is the blow up of the projective space at P and πP is the projec-
tion of Pn+1 form P . Consider the linear projection πs := (πP )|X s : X s ¹¹Ë
P
n of a general element X s inX with s ∈∆. Degenerating the hypersur-
face X to X0 as t goes to 0, the point P degenerate onto a point P0 ∈ P
n+1.
Note that, if the point P is in X , the point P0 is in X0. After a change of
coordinates, we can think the point P as fixed. We have the following
diagram
fX ÝπP //
p

∆×Pn
q
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
∆
where fX is the family of the strict transformsfX s ⊂ßPn+1 for every X s ⊂X
and fπs : fX s → Pn is a dominant morphism of degree d . We recall that,
if P /∈ X s , then fπs = πs and moreover, the monodromy group does not
change when we blow up a smooth point of X s .
Lemma 4.1. Let P ∈Pn+1 and let π0 be the map πP restricted to Y . Then,
themonodromygroupM (π0) is contained in themonodromygroupM (πs )
for a general s ∈∆.
Proof. If in the limit P /∈ Y ∩H , the singular locus of X0, then all the
varieties in fX are reduced. We can apply Proposition 3.3 and have that
M (fπs )∼=M (ÝπP ). Moreover, we have that
M (π0)⊂M (eπ :fX0→ Pn )⊂M (fπs ) =M (πs ).
IfP ∈ Y ∩H , thenwe have that eY is a reduced component offX0 and P
is a smooth point of Y . By Proposition 3.5, themonodromy group of π0
is still contained in the monodromy group of a general fibreM (πs ).
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4.1. Monodromy of general hypersurfaces. Let X ⊂ Pn+1 be a general
hypersurface of degree d > 1 and let P ∈ Pn+1 be a point. Let πP be
the linear projection of X from P and let M (πP ) be its corresponding
monodromy group. We recall that if P ∈ X , thenM (πP ) ⊆ Sd−1, while if
P /∈ X , thenM (πP )⊆ Sd .
Remark 4.2. Every point P is uniform if d = 2. Indeed, there are no
proper transitive subgroup of S2.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 we get the following.
Theorem 4.3. Let d = 3. Then every point is uniform.
Proof. If P ∈ X , the degree of πP : X ¹¹Ë P
n is two and soM (πP ) = S2.
Let now P /∈ X and assume by contradiction that P is non uniform.
Then M (πP ) = A3 and so X has a non trivial automorphism. This is a
contradiction of Theorem 2.1. HenceM (πP ) = S3 for every P /∈ X .
We are now ready to prove the main result of the paper.
Theorem 4.4. Let X ⊂ Pn+1 be a general hypersurface of degree d > 1.
Then all the points P ∈Pn+1 are uniform.
Proof. The result has been already proven for d ≤ 3 (Theorem 4.3).
We work by induction on d = deg(X ). Assume that every point is uni-
form for a general hypersurface of degree d − 1. Let P ∈ Pn+1 be a point
and degenerate X onto X0 = Y ∪H as in Lemma 4.1. Recall that the
hypersurface Y is general of degree d −1.
Assume that P ∈ X , hence P ∈ X0 by degeneration. If P ∈ Y , by induc-
tionM ((π0)|Y ) = Sd−2. Moreover, Sd−2 ⊆M (πP ) by Lemma 4.1. Therefore,
M (πP ) is a transitive group acting on a general fibre of πP and, by con-
struction, it contains a subgroup that is d − 2 transitive on d − 2 points
of the fibre. ThereforeM (πP ) is d −1 transitive by Lemma 2.2, and so P
is uniform. If P ∈H , thenM ((π0)|Y ) = Sd−1. Therefore, applying Lemma
4.1 we conclude that P is uniform for X .
Assume now that P /∈ X . We recall that, in the degeneration, the point
P may be in X0. If P /∈ Y , then M ((π0)|Y ) = Sd−1. Moreover, by Lemma
4.1, it is contained inM (πP ). Hence it is a group acting transitively on a
general fibreofπP and that contains a subgroup that isd−1 transitive on
d −1 points of the fibre. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2,M (πP ) is d transitive,
i.e. the point P is uniform.
If P ∈ Y , then Sd−2 = M ((π0)|Y ). By Lemma 4.1 we have that M (πP )
contains a subgroup that is d − 2 transitive on d − 2 points of a general
fibre. If moreoverM (πP ) is primitive, then by Lemma 2.4 we have that it
is 2-transitive. If we apply again Lemma 2.2 we get that it is d -transitive
on a general fibre, i.e. P is uniform.
We are then left to prove that the action ofM (πP ) is primitive. If d ≥ 5
the action of M (πP ) is clearly primitive since d − 2 does not divide d
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(see Lemma 2.3). If d = 4, assume by contradiction that the map πP is
decomposable. The only possibility is that it factors via twomaps of de-
gree two X
2:1
→ Y
2:1
→ Pn . The first map can be seen as an involution of
the general quartic, hence a non trivial automorphism of X . This con-
tradicts Theorem 2.1.
Therefore, every point is uniform.
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